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Trayvon, charcoal on paper, with mirrored tint on frame, 22 ½ × 30 in., 2014-2017. Courtesy of the artist.

“Do we not feel the breath of empty space?” —Friedrich Nietzsche, 1882
“I can’t breathe.” —Eric Garner, 2014
In The Culture of Time and Space, scholar Stephen Kern challenges the traditional rule of visual
perception that ascribes the subject or foreground as positive space and the background as
negative. Instead, Kern describes a “positive negative space” where the “background itself is
a positive element of equal importance with all others.” Kern directs us to the substance in the
absence of visual information.

Artist Shaun Leonardo is interested in the physical and
psychosocial negative space that is activated when
viewers fill in the blanks, reframe details, and remix narratives based on both personal experience and perceptions ingrained by media and cultural biases.
In The Breath of Empty Space, the artist considers
how mediated images of systematic oppression and
police violence against young African American men in
contemporary American history have shaped our fear,
empathy, and perception.
The exhibition presents a series of immaculately
crafted drawings—inescapable and intimate in both
scale and sentiment—that are based on images widely
circulated in popular media. Leonardo calls on the
additive nature of drawing to address the reductive
nature of memory while exploring how time and circulation affect what is recalled, seen, forgotten, or ignored.
In works depicting scenes of judicial injustice and
police violence, for example, he removes details while
highlighting others in white graphite and blurring
information. In other portraits and landscapes, he uses
highly reflective semi-opaque glass to return the gaze
and die-cut to redirect the eye.

vinyl cut-outs on the walls. Just as these images have
been oversaturated in their circulation, the tenderness
of the hand-drawn is distorted when reproduced in
the commercial material at large scale. The effect is
puzzling and mesmerizing, redirecting our eye again
between the works and resituating our spatial and psychological proximity to the content and gallery.
Arguably the most personal work in this installation is
a triptych of drawings based on the killing of Federico
Pereira, a young man killed by police in Leonardo’s
home neighborhood in Queens, New York, when the
artist was a young boy. The five policemen who murdered Pereira were acquitted. No visual evidence exists
of this act. Based on written account only, these works,
therefore, serve as a testament for what may have
occurred, informed by the haunting of Pereira’s murder
on the artist’s practice. Leonardo gives breath to the
empty space left by a lack of visual documentation of
this scene.

In doing so, he explores negative space contained in a
frame, recalling how racial biases frame the information
viewers provide when details are omitted, the space
between artwork, physical frame, and gallery wall is
interrupted and comfort and safety are compromised.
Scattered throughout the gallery space, details from
the drawings are extracted, enhanced, and enlarged in

Accompanying the drawings on view is a video installation of Leonardo’s public art performance, The Eulogy,
which recreates a New Orleans jazz funeral against the
spoken words of Ralph Ellison’s novel Invisible Man.
The video documents Leonardo’s performance on the
High Line park in New York City in 2017, featuring
the sounds of the Sugartone Brass Band punctuating
Leonardo’s recitation to the funeral-clad crowd as the
sun sets.
The Eulogy uses sound to frame memory and perception just as Leonardo’s drawings use negative space

(top) Eulogy, video installation, dimensions variable, 2017–2018. Courtesy of the artist.
(bottom) Laquan McDonald (drawing 1 of 2), charcoal on paper, 30 x 52 in., 2016. Courtesy of the artist.

and form to pause and question. Sound, nature, and
space surround and disrupt the spoken words that
simultaneously serve as a memorial, a rejection, and a
call-to-action, holding space for bodies who no longer
physically can.
Of note, only one work in The Breath of Empty Space
depicts a post-mortem scene. Six drawings are based
on the murder of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri.
We see Brown’s body covered in a white shroud; the
blanket itself carrying its own weight as his body seems
to disappear in two of the frames.
In two works in the Michael Brown series, we see a
crowd gathering to observe his body; in others, they are
absent. We the viewers become those on-lookers. We
are affronted with the politics of observation and the
privilege we are afforded to pause and breathe in this
space, at a time when young black men are nearly three
times more likely than white men to be killed by police
violence in America.
Potentiality and urgency are captured in a large-scale
work based on the Attica prison uprising of 1971. At
the time, the prison’s capacity had nearly doubled with
the transferring of largely Black and Latino men to the
Buffalo facility run largely by white correctional officers.
The mass demonstration of incarcerated men of color
against the frequently inhumane treatment they received
marked a turning point in the
prison reform movement.
In the nearly five-foot-high
drawing, the artist isolates
the raised fists of three
incarcerated activists.
Through the plexiglass, the
figures are obscured while
the viewers are reflected.
Whether we stand in identification or opposition, we
as viewers are forced to
see ourselves and feel their
breath in the empty space.
John Chaich, Curator, 2019

(top) Attica, Charcoal on paper, with mirrored tint on frame, 54 3/4 x 42 in.,
2018. Courtesy of the Artist.
(bottom) Michael Brown (drawings 1-6), charcoal on paper, each 8 1/2 × 11 in.,
2015. Collection of John Hatfield and Amy Wolf.

Shaun Leonardo’s multidisciplinary work negotiates societal
expectations of manhood, namely definitions surrounding black and brown masculinities, along with its notions of
achievement, collective identity, and experience of failure. His
performance practice—anchored by his work in Assembly, a
diversion program for court-involved youth—is participatory in
nature and invested in a process of embodiment.
Leonardo is a Brooklyn-based artist from Queens, New York
City. He received his MFA from the San Francisco Art Institute,
is a recipient of support from Creative Capital, Guggenheim
Social Practice, Art for Justice, and A Blade of Grass, and
was recently profiled in The New York Times. His work has
been featured at The Guggenheim Museum, the High Line,
Recess, and most recently the New Museum and the Museum
of Contemporary Art Cleveland, where The Breath of Empty
Space will travel in summer 2020. Leonardo joined Pratt
Institute at the School of Art as a visiting fellow in fall 2018.
elcleonardo.com
John Chaich is an independent curator and designer interested
in materiality and communication. He has curated a range of
group and solo exhibitions including Queer Threads: Crafting
Identity & Community at the Leslie-Lohman Museum of Gay and
Lesbian Art, New York; the Maryland Institute College of Art,
Baltimore; and the Mills Gallery at the Boston Center for the Arts;
Mixed Messages: A(I)DS, Art, and Words, produced for Visual
AIDS at La MaMa Galleria, New York, and Transformer Gallery,
Washington, D.C.; Catalina Schliebener: Growing Sideways at
the Bureau of General Services Queer Division in New York
City and Hache Galleria in Buenos Aires; Vivek Shraya: Trisha
at the Ace Hotel New York; and Queering the BiblioObject at
the Center for Book Arts, New York. With Todd Oldham, he
edited the coffee table book Queer Threads, which received
the American Library Association’s 2018 Israel Fishman NonFiction Award. Chaich received his MFA in communications
design from Pratt Institute, where he is a thesis advisor.
chaichcreative.com

(top) Central Park 5 (Drawing 5 of 5), charcoal on paper, each 8 ½ × 11 in, 2017. Collection of Manon Slome, No Longer Empty.
(bottom) Freddie Gray (1 of 3), charcoal on paper, each 8 ½ × 11 in, 2015. Collection of the University of New Hampshire.

Founded in 1826, MICA (Maryland Institute College of Art) is home to top-ranked fine arts, design,
electronic media, art education, liberal arts and professional studies degree and non-credit
programs. The College’s alumni and programming reach around the globe, even as MICA remains a
cultural cornerstone in the Baltimore/Washington region, hosting hundreds of exhibitions and events
annually by students, faculty and other established artists.
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